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What Is the Perfect Posture for You? 
Kate Kuzminski, Personal Trainer and Group Fitness Instructor

Spoiler Alert! There is no such thing as perfect posture. Crazy, but stay with me here. There are certain positions 

that may be better or worse-suited for your body depending on your activity but as far as the perfect posture? 

Nope. Now, this isn’t to say that you should stop focusing on better alignment for your joints and tendons 

because you definitely should. Just keep in mind that we are humans who are meant to move in numerous ways 

and directions. Let’s take a look at what I mean.

Gardening

Your back is going to be more flexed (rounded), you’ll be squatting or kneeling and twisting a lot. If you were 

trying to keep everything perfectly aligned, your gardening would probably be pretty inefficient. The issue that can 

arise here or with any of the following activities is positional discomfort. This discomfort is caused by your body 

not being accustomed to certain positions either at all or for extended periods of time. It’s so important to work on 

safely getting in and out of different positions to help prevent aches, pains, and injuries.

Walking

The big toe is key here! Imagine having to go through a workday with mittens on your hands. I’d imagine you’d 

hit a few stray keys on the keyboard and eating would look like a scene out of National Geographic. Well, putting 

your hands in a mitten “cage” is basically what you are doing to your feet every single day when you put on 

shoes. Your feet are becoming weak and this can cause other muscles and skeletal structures to do the work 

your feet are supposed to be doing. My advice would be to try and walk barefoot a little more often. Focus on 

pushing off the big toe and really getting a good bend in it. This can do wonders for improving your walking as 

well as your running gait. (See the Walking Tall Smorgasbord packet for more walking tips.)



Spring Cleaning

Everyone’s favorite! This may include all sorts of movement, such as lifting heavy boxes back into the 

attic, reaching overhead to dust off the top cabinet or bending over to get that shirt that fell behind the 

dresser last winter. What do these activities all have in common? You’re moving in different planes of 

motion! Performing weightlifting exercises during your workouts can have tremendous carryover into 

lifting and twisting in real life. Your body will only be prepared for the movement you have prepared 

it for. A runner who only ever practices sprints isn’t going to win a 1-mile race. You must adapt and 

evolve (see my video for weight-lifting ideas).

Desk Jockeying

Sitting at your desk for 8 hours while maintaining the perfect posture sounds about as fun as that 

meeting that should have just been an email. It is impossible to keep your muscles firing in the same 

position all day, so don’t! It’s okay to shift around and move while at your desk, just try not to stay 

in one position for too long. Sure, it’s great to keep your shoulders back, chin tucked, and core and 

glutes engaged. However, it can also be great to shift to one side, stretch out the back and then switch 

to the other. Be mindful. Be mindful to check if your neck is always stretched forward. Be mindful to 

check if you’re always leaning on your left forearm. Be mindful if you always keep your right knee bent 

underneath you. Your body will naturally shift into a comfortable position whether you’re cognizant of it 

or not. It’s up to you to keep moving.

So, what are you waiting for? Get out there and get moving. If you don’t use it, you will most definitely 

lose it!
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